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Body Dysphoria Evyn Wolke

Body dysphoria (BDD) is relevant to being

Trans or nonbionary. BDD is classified as a

mental disorder. It's being so severely

uncomfortable with your body, it distracts you

from your ability to live normally. Many find

flaws in their appearance. Their reaction to this

flaw can be overwhelming. Negative thoughts

about their appearance are hard to control,

including spending hours trying to fix their

appearance.

What leads to body dysphoria? It's thought to

be a combination of environmental,

psychological, and biological issues. Bullying

also fosters feelings of shame or fear of

judgment. Body dysphoria begins in your

adolescence or teenage years. Men and women

are equally affected by BDD. Most common

areas affected are; face, hair, skin, chest, and

stomach. BDD is treatable with therapy and

medications. Most recommended is cognitive

behavioral therapy (CBT).

Domestic Abuse Homes by Jamie Brown

Domestic violence and abuse is a serious issue

in the world, mainly in Ethiopia. In the United

States, nearly 20 people per minute are being

abused or are victims of domestic violence. In

Montana there is one home for people who

have dealt with these issues. That home is in

Lewistown and called Saves, Inc. The one thing

about this home is that their maximum length

of stay is only three days. They have 12 beds,

are wheelchair accessible, and they have an

onsite pet shelter. This home was founded back

in 1984. Down in Texas, there is one shelter for

men in the state. This home is called The

Family Place. It is a shelter for men and

children only. The Family Place has 177 beds to

give each night. They also have three

counseling centers. Their services include both

English and Spanish. The mens’ section opened

in 2016. In 2000, this same company opened

Sally’s House, which is now known as The

Center of Hope. Sally’s House offers 100 beds

and 22 transitional apartments for those who

need it. They also offer shelter for those who

are homeless. If you or someone you know has

been a victim of domestic abuse, please call

1-800-799-7233, 1-800-787-3224, or 911 (if

there is immediate danger).



Commentaries Column

Why The Legal Driving Age Should Be 21

by Andrew Warner

Driving is a necessity, exciting, and expensive

means for travel long with being extremely

efficient in comparison to walking. But with

great power comes great responsibility. Motor

vehicles pose many liabilities and dangers, in

extreme circumstances, can cause death. A

person is expected to keep their vehicle in a

fine running condition whereas many times

young, often impoverished people spend more

time and resources trying to make a car run

than trying to find the right model for your

situation.

Far too often you can spot someone driving in

an unsafe manner causing danger due to

vehicle malfunctions or other issues. As well, if

an accident occurs, which is common, the

driver must legally have liability insurance,

which is expensive. This is arguably one of the

strongest conveying claims to raise the age.

Without insurance, it can cause hundreds of

dollars in damage, tickets, and reparations all

the responsibility of the driver at fault.

Insurance companies have known that for

years young drivers are more reckless and

likely to cause an accident. Therefore they have

high rates leading to impoverished drivers to

be unable to obtain insurance which causes

them to drive illegally. And finally, if a young

adult cannot legally drink alcohol (due to the

brain not being fully developed) why should

they be able to be held accountable for damage

and their and passenger life? At the very least

the driving period should be extended for

longer than 6 months. If the legal driving age

was raised to 21 the greatest benefits it would

have on the economy and daily life is it would

significantly drop the price and demand for

gasoline as well as cause fewer emissions and

cut down on pollution and global warming. It

would also create more abundance in other car

manufacturing and problem products. This

would greatly make for more affordable new

cars as well as fewer old cars on the road,

creating fewer parts and oil shortages. This

would also shut down swiftly on the annual

motor vehicle death toll, DUI, and traffic

violations.

In the end, it would be very inconvenient,

harsh, and unpreferred upon by many people,

but it would ultimately have a major impact on

restoring the Earth to its natural state and

slowing down other man-made issues when

boosting the economy in a sustainable, positive

way.

Interesting Info

Blobfish by Elisha M.

The blobfish is a unique species. Some of the

reasons why they are so unique include that

they hardly have any bones and the ones they

do have are soft and thin that the species don’t

have a swim bladder. This fish lives 2,000 to



3,000 feet under the water. They live in the

oceans of New Zealand and Australia. Blobfish

feed on a variety of things like sea urchins,

crabs and anything else that can get in their

mouth. Appearance of the blobfish when it is

in the water is very different when most of us

see it in photos, which is when it is out of the

water. Most photos of blobfish are of “Mr

.Blobby” which is a dead one in a museum in

Australia. The blobfish can live up to 130 years

old and grow up to 20 pounds. In 2013, this

fish was voted the ugliest animal because of its

appearance!

Dreams by Lindsay Trainor

There are four types of dreams: normal

dreams, false awakening dreams, lucid

dreams, and nightmares. Roughly 12% of

people claim they don’t dream in color while

the rest of the world can dream in color. There

are many theories behind having a dream

about a specific thing. Some of the theories

include:

● If you dream that you are being chased

then you may have something in your

life that you are avoiding addressing.

● If you dream about a certain person a lot

then it means you want the

characteristics they hold or you feel

slightly attached to that person.

● If you dream of death, you may have a

new beginning in your future .

● If you are flying, and you feel as though

you have no control with how you are

flying, it means you feel as though you

have no control over things happening

in your life.

● If you feel like you're falling slowly, it

means you have let go of something that

was hurting you in life.

Many people dream up to seven times a night

while others have an ongoing dream. While

dreams feel like they go on for the whole night,

they often last anywhere from a few seconds to

30 minutes. Sleep is very important for our

everyday function, and if the average adult

doesn’t get 6-9 hours of sleep it can be very

difficult to function throughout the day. If you

don’t sleep for an extended period of time, it

can cause psychological components such as:

hallucinations and delusions. It is important to

sleep, people!

The History of the New Years Resolution

by Nathan Gallagher

What is a New Year's resolution, you ask? A

New Year's resolution is simply a goal you set

for yourself in the new year to better yourself.

However, most people don't end up following

through on their resolutions, it is still a New

Years tradition for some and or many. The first

people believed to have practiced New Year's

resolutions were believed to be the ancient

Babylonians estimated about 4,000 years ago.

Although, their year ended in mid March rather

than January. They still created a tradition that

will most likely be around forever. Even though

the way the ancient Babylonians celebrated the

new year by making promises to their gods, it is

still thought to be an annual celebration. The

reason the ancient Babylonians celebrate the

new year in March is because that's when their

crops are celebrated in a 12 day religious



festival known as “Akitu” to the Babylonians.

Much of this information was found on the

History Channel website.

UM by Taylor Jens Houlberg Murray

The UNIVERSITY of MONTANA was built on

46,000 acres of Montana territory. When the

University of Montana was created, the classes

were held at the Willard School.

The South Missoula Land Company, which

was owned by A.B. Hammond, Richard Eddy

and Marcus Daly, who happened to be one of

the copper kings of Montana, was joined by the

Higgins family in donating land for the new

university. In mid 1898, A.J. Gibson decided to

design the University Hall and Missoula ended

up becoming the new University City for the

school. Professor Frederich Scheuch created

the first original plan for the central commons

to be surrounded by instantaneous and

futuristic university buildings for the school.

The first set of buildings were set up around

the commons in the year 1895, and now

various new campus plans and architectural

styles have been evolved and used to grow and

update the university. Today, the campus

consists of 220 acres and is bordered to the

east by Mount Sentinel and the north by the

Clark Fork River. Much of the information in

this article was found at the University of

Montana website.

I think that people should consider going to

this university because of its amazing history,

the people and classes. A final reason I suggest

this school is because my dad went to UM. He

graduated there, and he would say that it's a

good college to go to!

Entertainment Corner

Takayan by Hades Brown

Takayan is a Japanese rapper and songwriter.

He makes a variety of songs, a lot of which are

about the struggles of depression and

heartbreak. He also has a YouTube channel

where he shares his songs and music videos for

them. He sings in Japanese, so if you’re

planning on learning Japanese, his music is a

good way to get exposure to the language. His

music is typically rap, but he also sings

sometimes. He is also quite silly and kind. In

conclusion, Takayan makes good music, and I

would suggest checking his music out.

A Review of Music from 2021 by Rowdy

Barber

2021 was a great year for music. A lot of very

talented artists dropped music last year! The

year started off with a great single that will

definitely sum up the year 2021 in the future.

Although I don't think it will age very well. That

single was “Driver's License” by Olivia Rodrigo.

Lil Nas X dropped a song called “Montero” it

came with a music video and received a ton of

controversy and backlash due to the rather

satanic imagery. Personally I love it. In May,



Olivia released her first full length album titled

“Sour” which is definitely in my top five of

2021. Also, in January Weezer released one of

two albums in 2021 Ok Human. And in April

rapper DMX died at 50 years old due to a drug

overdose. In June rapper “Doja Cat” dropped

“Planet Her”. Also in June Tyler the Creator

released my third favorite 2021 album. In

August Ye West dropped “Donda”, my second

favorite release of 2021. In September “Lil Nas

X” dropped my favorite album of 2021

“Montero”. Also in September “Drake” flopped

with “Certified Lover Boy” In November duo

Silk Sonic, consisting of Anderson. Paak and

Bruno Mars released “An Evening With Silk

Sonic”. As you can see, 2021 was a great year

for music.

~JOBS~

Hiring Places Near Anaconda by Izabell

Roggeman

Our small town Anaconda surprisingly has a

lot of job opportunities. However, most of them

are looking for full-time workers and people

over the age of 18.

Below are a few that are hiring

part-time for minors:

● The Haufbrau is looking for dishwashers

and kitchen crew.

● Anaconda’s Thrift Center is looking for a

sorter to pick through and sort

donations.

● Fairmont is hiring for housekeeping,

pool staff (morning shifts), and Night

Audit.

● There's a housekeeping position at

Copper King Hotel and Convention in

Butte.

● Maurice’s in Butte is looking for a stylist.

● Ray Holes Leather Care in Butte is

looking for a shop assistant.

● Butte Produce & Supply Co. in Butte is

looking for a night warehouse picker.

● Jo-Ann Fabric in Butte is looking for a

sales floor team member.

● Finally Restaurant Group in Butte who

is looking for a host.

Some places that are hiring full-time for

people 18 and up are:

● East Town Pump in Anaconda looking

for a store clerk.

● Customer service representative at

Family Dollar.

● Care-giver at Renaissance Senior Care in

Deer-Lodge.

● Sun Mountain Lumber is hiring a

Laborer in Deer-Lodge at $18 an hour.

● Montana Lil’s Butte Casino is looking for

a graveyard floor runner.

● Walmart is looking for a Cashier/Front

End Servicer.

● Express Employment Professionals in

Butte is looking for a night cleaning

crew at $15 an hour.

● If you are interested in the medical field,

our lovely town is looking for a Clinic

Medical Assistant, if you can meet the

requirements.

Good luck submitting applications!


